Product Information

Antibacterial
Dirty Water
Tanks

Special synthetic material
components reduce the growth
of bacteria considerably.

NEW
Thus particularly suitable
for areas with high
hygiene requirements.
Cleaning according to
HACCP concept.
For example:
old people’s homes
clinics, large kitchens
food processing
and food storage
respectively.

Contract
Cleaning

Hako AntiBac
The topic of hygiene and the resulting
requirements increasingly gain in importance.
In conjunction with this products with antibacterial properties are becoming increasingly
interesting.

For all Hako scrubber-driers of the model
ranges B 45, B 70 and B 90 Clinic version.

In the field of contract cleaning ever more frequently
the question is being discussed, as to whether the
requirements of a HACCP concept (Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Points) or hygiene requirements of
other critical areas can be fulfilled more easily by
scrubber-driers, provided that these are equipped with
dirty water tanks that prevent the possible growth of
bacteria.
As an answer to this question, Hako-Werke has developed Hako Anti-Bac the antibacterial dirty water tank.
According to JIS Z 2801 (ISO 22196) in laboratory
tests for the material composition chosen by Hako,
there was a reduction of 99.9% in various strains of
bacteria as well as moulds.
The growth of bacteria and mould in antibacterial
tanks is thus reduced considerably.

The Proof:

Advantages for you:
 Compliance with hygiene requirements = better hygiene in dirty

water tank with the same cleaning effort.
 Environmental protection and cost reduction = lower consump-



Two prepared tanks  without AntiBac  with AntiBac were closed and
stored at room temperature for 7 days. After this time in the Hako AntiBac
tank there is considerably less growth of bacteria, mould and spores.
The Hako AntiBac tank also develops significantly less unpleasant smells.

Clean ahead

tion of disinfectant (chemicals) when cleaning tanks.
 Employee protection = reduced contact of personnel with

bacteria, moulds and spores.
 In addition the CLH models have a special noise damping
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package (Silence Kit) for cleaning in noise sensitive areas.
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